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Abstract
In this paper we study a simple mathematical model of a bilingual community in
which all agents are ‡uent in the majority language but only a fraction of the population
has some degree of pro…ciency in the minority language. We investigate how di¤erent
distributions of pro…ciency, combined with the speakers’attitudes towards or against the
minority language, may in‡uence its use in pair conversations.
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Introduction

The European Union has a long tradition of linguistic diversity within its Member States.
According to the 2006 Eurobarometer only nine1 out of the twenty-eight States can be considered as linguistically homogeneous, i.e. with at least 97% of the population reporting a
common mother tongue. Twelve states2 report …gures of between 90% and 96%, and a further
six3 between 70% and 89%. In Belgium 56% of the population report Dutch as their mother
tongue and 38% report French. With the exceptions of Belgium, Estonia and Luxembourg
there is always a majority language spoken by the whole population.
The European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, which entered into force in
1998, seeks to assure respect for protection and promotion of regional and minority languages
in Europe. It de…nes regional or minority languages as languages that are “traditionally used
within a given territory of a State by nationals of that State who form a group numerically
smaller than the rest of the State’s population; and di¤erent from the o¢ cial language(s) of
that State”. A minority language is not necessarily a language at risk of extinction though
many of them are classi…ed as either vulnerable or endangered according to the UNESCO
Atlas of the World Languages in Danger.
The use of regional or minority languages varies greatly from one language and one territory to another. In Catalonia (Spain) more than 60% of the population are able to speak
and write in Catalan, and 36% report that they use Catalan exclusively on a daily basis,
while another further 12% use both Catalan and Spanish on a daily basis (Generalitat de
Catalunya, 2009). In the Basque Autonomous Community (Spain), the reported knowledge
of Basque is around 35%, while the use is around 13% (Basque Government, 2011). In Ireland
the percentage of the population who can speak Irish is 40.6% and 2% speak Irish on a daily
basis outside the education system (Government of Ireland, 2012). The relationship between
knowledge and use of languages is thus far from linear.
Abrams and Strogatz (2003) propose a macroscopic model of language competition which
predicts that two languages cannot coexist stably - one will eventually drive the other to
extinction. These authors arrive at the conclusion that increasing language status is crucial
in order to prevent the decline of minority languages. Their model however assumes that
individuals are monolingual. Minett and Wang (2008) incorporate bilingualism and language
transmission but their model yields the same extinction conclusion.
The objective of this paper is to study language competition at a microscopic level: we seek
to understand the mechanism that determines which language is chosen for conversation when
various languages coexist. One fundamental distinction between languages in competition is
that the majority language is spoken by all, while minority languages are spoken by only
a fraction of the population. The model is kept as simple as possible: we concentrate on
bilingual conversations and start with a static model (that is, we disregard from learning
concerns). Each speaker is characterised by two features considered by Fishman (1991, p.
49) as being of overriding importance: attitude and competence (or pro…ciency). We follow
van Parijs (2007) and consider that communication exchanges yield value for speakers through
these two di¤erent dimensions: e¢ ciency and expressive value. The pro…ciency of the speakers
participating in the conversation a¤ects the e¢ ciency in exchanging information. The attitude
or motivation of the speakers participating in the conversation gives value for expressive
reasons. We take the view that pro…ciency and attitude in generating worth or value are
equally important. Note that the e¢ ciency of a conversation is determined by the speaker
with the lower pro…ciency (the "maximin law of communication" van Parijs, 2007). By
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contrast the expressive value of a conversation depends on the speaker’s attitude towards
the language. Once the value of a conversation is …xed for each speaker, a social convention
selects the language to be spoken. That social convention is accepted by the whole of society
as a social norm, and therefore has some reasonable properties. We focus on conventions that
are anonymous, unanimous and monotone.4
The main question is whether the mechanism above described is neutral in the sense
introduced by May (1952). In our context the mechanism is neutral if it does not favour
either language. Individual preferences are neutral: if the names of the languages are changed
the preferred language is not changed. In a conversation the pro…ciency of the partner also
matters when determining the value of a conversation because the value of a conversation
depends on the pro…ciency of both speakers. This introduces a bias in favour of the majority
language: preferences in conversations are no longer neutral. This bias is due exclusively to
the fact that the value of the information exchange su¤ers from a (negative) externality given
by a lack of pro…ciency in the minority language. It is shown that no convention can o¤set
this bias in favour of the majority language, i.e. even the convention that is most favourable
to the minority language cannot o¤set the bias in favour of the majority language that is
generated by the interaction of the pro…ciency of speakers in a conversation.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we study the individual preferences. Section 3 shows the bias that arises in conversations. Section 4 reviews the convention,
and Section 5 shows that there is a bias in the choice of language for any convention. Section
6 concludes with some discussion. The Appendix contains the proofs.
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Individual preference for a language

Consider a population of speakers that can make use of two languages A and B in (for the
sake of simplicity bilateral) communication exchanges. The majority language A is spoken
by the whole population, while not all individuals are able to maintain a conversation in the
minority language B. In this section we describe the relative (positive or negative) preference
for language B with respect to language A.
Speakers positively value a communication exchange in a given language for two reasons:
information exchange and expressive reasons. The quantity and quality of information exchanged is critically determined by the pro…ciency of the speaker: the higher the pro…ciency
the more information is exchanged and the better its quality is.5 Languages are also used as
carriers of cultural identity and of expressive meanings beyond the pure informative statements.6 The importance of the language as an expressive meaning is captured by the attitude
of the speakers towards the language. Hence, the speaker’s preference for one language over
the other results from the interaction of these two parameters, pro…ciency and attitude.
For the sake of simplicity we assume that all individuals have the same level of pro…ciency
in A and the same attitude towards A, and choose language A as a benchmark. A speaker can
then be characterised by ~x = (m; p) where m denotes the individual’s relative attitude towards
B, and p denotes her or his relative pro…ciency in B. We assume 1 p 1 and 1 < m < 1
with the following interpretation: monolingual individuals (who only speak A) have p = 1,
bilingual individuals have 1 < p 1. An individual with 1 p < 0 is more pro…cient in
A, and an individual with 0 < p 1 is more pro…cient in B. An individual equally pro…cient
in both languages has p = 0. Similarly the interpretation of m = 0 is that the attitude
towards both languages is identical. The quantity m is strictly positive (0 < m < 1) if the
4
A convention is anonymous if the identities of the individuals do not matter. A convention is unanimous
if whenever both speakers have the same preferred language, the convention chooses it. Finally, a convention
is monotone if more intensity in the speakers’preference for a language does not hinder its use.
5
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individual has a more positive attitude towards B, while 1 < m < 0 re‡ects a more positive
attitude towards A. Any speaker can be identi…ed by her/his characteristics ~x = (m; p). The
space of speakers is referred to as X =] 1; 1[ [ 1; 1].
Both characteristics have positive e¤ects on the preference for the minority language
compared to the majority language: the more pro…cient or the more positive the attitude the
more preferred the minority language is relative to the majority language. We consider that
the e¤ects of pro…ciency and attitude on language preference are separable additively, hence
allowing for cases where pro…ciency and attitude do not go hand in hand: a monolingual
individual may have a positive attitude towards the use of the minority language or an
individual with higher pro…ciency in the minority language may have a negative attitude
towards the minority language. We take the view that pro…ciency and attitude are at least
partially substitutes: the preference for a language can be maintained if one characteristic
increases and the other decreases. For instance a more positive attitude towards the minority
language can o¤set a lower level of pro…ciency. For the sake of simplicity, we consider that the
two characteristics are perfect substitutes. The individual utility of the minority language
relatively to the majority language (or individual utility for short) is the sum of the relative
attitude and relative pro…ciency. Denoting by uii the individual utility of speaker ~xi = (mi ; pi )
the following is obtained
uii = mi + pi .
(1)
This is interpreted as ~xi ’s relative preference for language B over language A. If uii < 0
speaker ~xi prefers language A, she/he is indi¤erent if uii = 0, and prefers language B if uii > 0.
The absolute value of uii measures the intensity of the (positive or negative) preference. Note
that a monolingual individual (i.e. if pi = 1) always prefers A (uii < 0 given that mi < 1).
Neutrality requires that both languages be treated equally, i.e. if languages were labelled
di¤erently the results would remain identical. If we had chosen B as the benchmark instead
of A, the relative attitude and pro…ciency levels of individuals would just have the opposite
sign: a speaker would be characterised by ~xi = ( mi ; pi ) instead of ~xi = (mi ; pi ). The
space of characteristics is neutral given that ~xi 2 X () ~xi 2 X . One implication of
neutrality is that in a uniformly distributed population (that is, same density of individuals
in X ), both languages are preferred by the same number of speakers.
Now consider the neutrality of preferences. If B were taken as reference, the preference for
the majority language would be re‡ected by a positive utility, and negative utility would mean
a preference for the minority language. Preferences are neutral if the following equivalence
holds: the utility of any speaker ~xi is strictly positive if and only if that of speakers ~xi is
strictly negative. For any speaker ~xi let uii denote the utility of ~xi . Given that ~xi =
( mi ; pi ), it emerges that uii = mi pi and neutrality is trivially satis…ed: for any ~xi 2 X
it holds that uii > 0 () uii < 0.
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Biased preferences in a conversation

The high pro…ciency of a speaker is worth nothing in a conversation if the other speaker is
monolingual or has a poor knowledge of the language. The exchange of information is limited
by the speaker with the lower pro…ciency. Formally, in a conversation between speakers ~xi =
(mi ; pi ) and ~xj = (mj ; pj ) the exchange is constrained in terms of pro…ciency by minfpi ; pj g.
By contrast the expressive value of the conversation is not constrained by the
other speaker. Depending on the individual’s degree of altruism the attitude
in a conversation can take any value between mi and mj . Here we consider that
individuals are purely self-interested: their valuation is intrinsic to the individual
and is not a¤ected by the characteristics of the other participant. The attitude
of ~xi is simply mi . The relative preference of individual ~xi for a language in conversation
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with ~xj is determined by attitude of ~xi and the pro…ciency of the conversation (minfpi ; pj g).
In a conversation between ~xi and ~xj let uij denote speaker ~xi ’s utility. We have the following
de…nition:
def
uij = mi + minfpi ; pj g:
(2)
If uij < 0 speaker ~xi prefers language A in a conversation with ~xj , she/he is indi¤erent if
uij = 0, and she/he prefers language B if uij > 0. The absolute value of uij measures the
intensity of the (positive or negative) preference.
The utilities obtained by speakers ~xi and ~xj in a conversation generally di¤er: uij 6= uji
when mi 6= mj . If uij 6= uji both speakers share the same preference for a language if
uij uji > 0 or one speaker prefers the minority language while the other prefers the majority
language if uij uji < 0. Similarly speaker ~xi may have di¤erent preferences for languages in
conversation with di¤erent partners ~xj and ~xk : this may give uij uik < 0.
For any conversation between ~xi and ~xi the values of uij and uji vary in the interval
] 2; 2[. All individuals are assumed to have the same utility function u:
u : X 2 !]

2; 2[; (~xi ; ~xj ) 7! u(~xi ; ~xj ) = uij :

(3)

The value uii is the utility obtained by ~xi in a conversation with another speaker with identical
characteristics (mi ; pi ). It is also the individual utility of ~xi as de…ned in (1).
Obvious properties can be derived from (1) and (2).
1. The highest utility of ~xi ’s is reached when conversing with a partner with identical
characteristics: uij uii for any ~xj 2 X , or
uii = max uij .
~
xj 2X

(4)

2. If ~xi individually prefers A (that is, if uii < 0), then this preference is kept in any
conversation: uij < 0 for any ~xj 2 X .
3. Speaker ~xi prefers language A in a conversation with ~xj if either ~xi or ~xj does not have
su¢ cient pro…ciency: uij < 0 if pj < mi or pi < mi .
4. Speaker ~xi individually prefers B but prefers A in a conversation with ~xj if ~xj has a
lower pro…ciency than ~xi (pj < pi ) and the attitude of ~xi towards the minority language
is not su¢ ciently large to o¤set this lower pro…ciency: pj < mi < pi .
5. Speaker ~xi prefers language B in a conversation with ~xj only if both ~xi and ~xj have
su¢ cient pro…ciency: uij > 0 if pj > mi and pi > mi .
6. If ~xi prefers B in a conversation with any ~xj , then ~xi individually prefers B: uij > 0 )
uii > 0.
Thus, two conditions must be satis…ed for a speaker to prefer the minority language in a
conversation: her/his attitude has to o¤set her/his own lack of pro…ciency and that of the
other participant; by contrast, failure to meet just one condition is enough for the speaker
to prefer the majority language. Preferring the majority language in a conversation with
a speaker of the same level is a su¢ cient condition to prefer the majority language in any
conversation, while preferring the minority language in a conversation with a speaker of the
same level is not a su¢ cient condition to prefer the minority language in any conversation.
As a result although the preferences of individuals are neutral, neutrality is lost for preferences in conversations. Neutrality would require the signs of the utilities in a conversation
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between ~xi and ~xj to be the opposites of the signs of the utilities in the conversation
between ~xi and ~xj . Using the following notation
uij

notation

=

u( ~xi ; ~xj ),

(5)

the preferences of ~xi ’s would be neutral if uij uij < 0 or uij = uij = 0 for any ~xj . It is shown
below that preferences are not neutral as there are some (~xi ; ~xj ) 2 X 2 such that uij uij > 0.
Nevertheless whenever uij > 0 it holds that uij < 0. This means that there is a bias in
favour of the majority language: whenever ~xi prefers B in a conversation with ~xj it results
that ~xi prefers A in a conversation with ~xj . By contrast it may be that ~xi prefers A in a
conversation with ~xj and ~xi also prefers A in a conversation with ~xj .
De…nition 1 Preferences in conversations are
1. A-biased if uij > 0 ) uij < 0 for any (~xi ; ~xj ) 2 X 2 ,
2. B-biased if uij < 0 ) uij > 0 for any (~xi ; ~xj ) 2 X 2 .
Preferences in conversations are neutral if they are both A-biased and B-biased. The bias
is systematic if preferences are biased toward one language and not towards the other. The
following proposition sums up what is stated above (proof in the Appendix).
Proposition 2 Preferences in conversations are systematically A-biased.
Neutrality holds for individual preferences but ceases to hold for preferences in conversation: there is a systematic bias in favour of the majority language. The implication is that
although both languages are individually preferred in a uniformly distributed population by
the same number of speakers (that is, there are as many speakers with uii < 0 as uii > 0)
more individuals prefer the majority language in conversations. Indeed the speakers who
individually prefer the majority language keep their preferences in all conversations, while
those who individually weakly prefer the minority language switch their preference if the
interlocutor lacks su¢ cient pro…ciency. The scale of the bias depends on how speakers are
distributed within X . In particular it depends on the speaker’s individual preference and the
interlocutor’s pro…ciency, as shown in the following proposition (proof of which is given in
the Appendix).
Proposition 3 Given a speaker ~xi 2 X ,
1. If uii < 0, then uij < 0 for any ~xj 2 X .
2. If uii = 0, then uij

0 for any ~xj 2 X . The equality uij = 0 holds if pj

3. If uii > 0, then (a) uij < 0 for any ~xj such that pj <
that pj > mi , and (c) uij = 0 if pj = mi .
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mi .

mi , (b) uij > 0 for any ~xj such

Linguistic Conventions

So far we have explored the speakers’preferences for one language or the other. In a conversation between ~xi and ~xj the respective preferences of the speakers are given by uij and uji .
The utilities space is denoted by U =] 2; 2[ ] 2; 2[. An element of the space (uij ; uji ) 2 U
represents a pair of utilities obtained in a conversation. A linguistic convention C associates
either language A or B with any pair (uij ; uji ).
C : U ! fA; Bg; (uij ; uji ) 7! C(uij ; uji ) = A or B:
6

We thus assume that there is a linguistic convention which is accepted by the whole
society as a social norm. In all conversations the same rule is applied to select the language.
This rule is exclusively based on the respective utilities of both speakers in the conversation.
A convention satis…es certain reasonable properties. In order to be accepted as a convention
a rule should satisfy (at least) three properties:
1. Anonymity: 8(uij ; uji ) 2 U: C(uij ; uji ) = C(uji ; uij ).
2. Unanimity: 8(uij ; uji ) 2 U such that (uij ; uji ) 6= (0; 0):
if uij

0 and uji

if uij

0 and uji

0 then C(uij ; uji ) = B;

0 then C(uij ; uji ) = A.

3. Monotonicity: 8(uij ; uji ); (vij ; vji ) 2 U:
if C(uij ; uji ) = A; then:

if C(uij ; uji ) = B; then:

(uij

vij and uji

(uij

vij and uji

vji ) ) C(vij ; vji ) = A;

vji ) ) C(vij ; vji ) = B.

Anonymity means that the identities of the speakers do not matter. This is a reasonable
property as long as individuals have no role in the conversation.7 Unanimity requires that
if both speakers share the same preference for a language then the convention selects the
preferred language, and if one speaker is indi¤erent and the other strictly prefers one language,
then the convention selects the language preferred by the speaker with strict preference. In
our context this is equivalent to the Pareto e¢ ciency condition: if the choice of the minority
(majority) makes at least one speaker better o¤ and does not make the other speaker worse
o¤ then the minority (majority) language is chosen. Finally, monotonicity states that if a
convention selects one language for two given speakers then it must select the same language
for two other speakers with the same or stronger preferences for that language.
A convention C can be graphically represented by dividing the U-space into the subspaces UA (C) and UB (C) where A and B are chosen respectively. Anonymity requires UA (C)
and UB (C) to be symmetric with respect to the …rst diagonal. Unanimity requires the …rst
quadrant of U to be included in UB (C) and the third quadrant U to be included in UA (C).
Monotonicity requires UA (C) and UB (C) to be connected. Graphic examples of conventions
are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1 about here
Obviously the larger UB (C) (UA (C)) is the more favourable the convention is towards the
minority (majority) language. Convention C1 is more favourable to B than convention C2 (or
convention C2 is more favourable to A than convention C1 ) if UB (C2 ) UB (C1 ).
The convention that is most favourable to B is denoted by CB . It selects the minority
language unless both speakers share the same preference for the majority language:
CB (uij ; uji ) =

A if uij 0; uji
B otherwise:

0 and (uij ; uji ) 6= (0; 0)

Similarly CA can be de…ned as the convention that is most favourable to the majority language.
CA (uij ; uji ) =

B if uij 0; uji
A otherwise:

0 and (uij ; uji ) 6= (0; 0)

We now focus on the condition of neutrality and the space of utilities when the minority
language is taken as the benchmark instead of the majority one. If (uij ; uji ) is the pair
7
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of utilities when A is taken as benchmark, then the pair of utilities if B were taken as
benchmark would be given by ( uij ; uji ). The space of utilities is neutral given that
(uij ; uji ) 2 U () ( uij ; uji ) 2 U. A convention is neutral if the choice of language
for ( uij ; uji ) is the opposite of the choice for (uij ; uji ). That is, if, for all (uij ; uji ) 2 U,
C(uij ; uji ) = A () C( uij ; uji ) = B:

(6)

This condition reduces to C(uij ; uij ) 6= C( uij ; uij ) whenever uij + uji = 0. This is
incompatible with anonymity, which requires C(uij ; uji ) = C(uji ; uij ). In order to avoid this
incompatibility, we only require equivalence for (uij ; uji ) 2 U such that uij + uji 6= 0.
If only one part of the equivalence (6) holds for all (uij ; uji ) 2 U the convention is
systematically biased towards one language or the other.
De…nition 4 A convention C is A-biased if for any pair (uij ; uji ) 2 U such that uij + uji 6= 0
the following holds true:
C(uij ; uji ) = B ) C( uij ; uji ) = A:

(7)

A convention C is B-biased if the following holds true:
C(uij ; uji ) = A ) C( uij ; uji ) = B:

(8)

It is clear that CA is systematically A-biased, while CB is systematically B-biased. Other
examples are given in Figure 1, along with an example of a neutral convention and an example
of a non biased convention, i.e. a convention such that there are (uij ; uji ); (vij ; vji ) 2 U with
C(uij ; uji ) = C( uij ; uji ) = A and C(vij ; vji ) = C( vij ; vji ) = B.
A neutral convention can be characterised up to pairs (uij ; uji ) such that uij + uji = 0,
as shown by the following proposition (see the Appendix for proof).
Proposition 5 A convention C is neutral if and only if it meets the following conditions:
(i) uij + uji < 0 ) C(uij ; uji ) = A;

(ii) uij + uji > 0 ) C(uij ; uji ) = B:

(9)

Interestingly, a neutral convention can be seen as a utilitarian convention because it
chooses the language that maximises the sum of utilities. Furthermore, a neutral convention
also satis…es the Rawlsian criterion because it selects the language in such a way that it
bene…ts the speaker with the highest degree of preference (the one who would be worse o¤ if
her/his less preferred language were chosen).
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Biased choice of Language

Given a pair of speakers (~xi ; ~xj ), the preferences in the conversation are determined by
uij = u(~xi ; ~xj ) and uji = u(~xj ; ~xi ) as de…ned in (3). The language is chosen by applying
a convention to (uij ; uji ). The choice of language under a convention can thus be seen
as a mechanism that associates the choice of a language with any pair of characteristics
(~xi ; ~xj ) 2 X 2 .
The question of neutrality in the choice of the language can be addressed. The X 2 space is obviously neutral. The relevant question is whether the pair ( ~xi ; ~xj ) will always
result in a di¤erent choice of language than the pair (~xi ; ~xj ). The answer depends on the
convention. It seems clear that the convention that is the most favourable to the majority
language will result in a choice in favour of the majority language: indeed the preferences in
8

conversation are A-biased. Can the convention in favour of the minority language o¤set the
bias in preferences and result in a neutral choice of language?
To answer that question a formal de…nition of neutral choice of language is needed. That
de…nition is the natural extension of the de…nitions above: the language choice is neutral
under a convention if it is A-biased and B-biased. Biases are de…ned using notation (5).
De…nition 6 The choice of a language under convention C is A-biased if for any pair (~xi ; ~xj )
such that uij + uji 6= 0 the following holds:
C(uij ; uji ) = B ) C(uij ; uji ) = A:
The choice of a language is B-biased under convention C if for any pair (~xi ; ~xj ) such that
uij + uji 6= 0 the following holds:
C(uij ; uji ) = A ) C(uij ; uji ) = B:
As shown in the following proposition the answer to the question of whether a neutral
choice of language can be obtained is no.
Proposition 7 Whatever the convention C, the choice of language under C is never B-biased.
The proof in the Appendix shows that the choice of language is never B-biased as there
are (~xi ; ~xj ) with C(uij ; uji ) = C(uij ; uji ) = A. Note that a stronger property could be proved:
for any ~xi 2 X , there is ~xj 2 X with C(uij ; uji ) = C(uij ; uji ) = A. That is, whatever the
convention and whoever the speaker ~xi , there is ~xj such that the choice of language is the
majority language in their conversation and in the conversation between ~xi and ~xj .
Preferences in conversations are A-biased, even if individual preferences are neutral. This
bias cannot be o¤set by the convention, not even by the convention that is most favourable
to the minority language, CB . The choice of language under CB is not B-biased, and thus
not neutral. By contrast the choice of language under CA is systematically A-biased. The
following proposition (proof of which is in the Appendix) shows a stronger result: other
conventions result in an A-biased choice of language.
Proposition 8 The choice of language under any A-biased convention is A-biased.
One direct consequence of this proposition is that the choice of language under any neutral
convention is systematically A-biased.
In a uniformly distributed population, both languages are individually preferred by the
same number of speakers but more individuals prefer the majority language in conversations.
If conversations between pairs of individuals are random all conventions select the majority
language more often. The frequency depends on the distribution of the population within X ,
and on the convention. We have this …nal proposition.
Proposition 9 For speakers ~xi 6= ~xj 2 X such that (uij ; uji ) 6= (0; 0) the following is found:
for any convention C
1. if minfmi ; mj g + minfpi ; pj g

0 then C(uij ; uji ) = B,

2. if maxfmi ; mj g + minfpi ; pj g < 0 then C(uij ; uji ) = A.
The proof is omitted as it is a direct consequence of Lemma 10 (see Appendix). Note
that maxfmi ; mj g minfpi ; pj g
minfmi ; mj g then uij :uji 0, and the choice of the
language depends on the convention.
9
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Discussion

Our model shows that a minority language in contact with a majority language also su¤ers
from a disadvantage from a static point of view. This disadvantage comes from the externality
originated by the interlocutor’s lack of pro…ciency as compared to one’s own attitude for the
minority language. The speaker’s preference in a conversation crucially depends on her/his
attitude to the minority language. The larger a speaker’s attitude is, the lower the pro…ciency
that she/he may accept from a partner in a conversation. By contrast a speaker with an
individual preference for the majority language always prefers the majority language in any
conversation.
The importance of attitude in minority language is well-known among linguists. As put
by Grenoble (2013, p. 797): “Clearly more positive attitudes toward the language tend to
strengthen its usage; and more negative attitudes to weaken it”. Our research provides an
understanding the mechanism that yields this e¤ect. It also shows that a positive attitude
is more important for those who have high pro…ciency levels (that is, those who individually
prefer the minority language) than for those who have low pro…ciency levels. In particular
it shows that the phenomenon depends on how the population is located in the spectrum of
pro…ciency and attitude. Our research also suggests that the key element is preferences in
conversations. Once these are formed and present a bias no convention can o¤set this bias,
not even the convention that selects the minority language unless both individuals prefer the
majority language. This result would still hold with more altruistic utility functions,
in particular if individuals take into account the partner’s attitude in their own
utility function.8
Further work includes more sophisticated preferences and an application to case studies.
Pro…ciency and attitude are not necessarily equally important, nor perfect substitutes. Collecting data is not without di¢ culties as “there is usually no practical alternative to either
collecting self report data about them via ‘scales’or questionnaires” (see Fishman 1991, p.
49). Our model does not preclude the possibility of introducing dynamics. For example, an
individual may decide to learn the language or not, and if the language is not used competence may decrease. We guess that the long-term e¤ect of these dynamic elements will
compound the (static) bias in favour of the majority language that we have identi…ed here
, in each period of the dynamic setting. Nevertheless, a dynamic model might help suggest
possible avenues for policy intervention. For example, as already suggested, a government
could try to promote the language in order to increase motivation.
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Appendix

The Appendix is devoted to proofs.
Proposition 2
Proof. For any (~xi ; ~xj ) 2 X 2 we compute uij and uij for all possible values of mi , pi , mj , pj .
(i) If pi > pj then uij = mi + pj and uij = mi pi . (a) If mi < pj then uij > 0 and
uij < 0, (b) if pj
mi pi then uij 0 and uij < 0 and (c) If mi pi then uij < 0 and
uij 0.
8

Consider the extreme case where the utilities of individuals i and j are given by uij =
uji = maxfmi ; mj g + minfpi ; pj g. Both individuals obtain the same utility in the conversation and
thus agree by unanimity in the language they would use. All conventions lead the same use
of language. Individuals choose to speak the minority language if and only if maxfmi ; mj g +
minfpi ; pj g 0. The use of language obtained in this extreme setting is the same use obtained
from self-interested preferences considered in this article when the linguistic convention is given
by CB . By Proposition 7 the bias in favor of the majority language cannot be fully o¤set in
conversations.
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(ii) If pi = pj then uij = mi + pi and uij = mi pi . (a) If
uij < 0, (b) if mi pi then uij 0 and uij 0.
(iii) If pi < pj then uij = mi + pi and uij = mi pj . (a) If
uij < 0, (b) if pi
mi pj then uij 0 and uij < 0 and (c) If
uij > 0.
It can be seen that if uij > 0 then uij < 0 while we may have

mi < pi then uij > 0 and
mi < pi then uij > 0 and
mi pj then uij < 0 and
uij < 0 and uij < 0.

Proposition 3
Proof. (i) If uii < 0 then uij < 0 for any ~xj 2 X given that (4) holds. (ii) If uii = 0 again
uij 0 for any ~xj 2 X . Now, if pj < mi , then uij < 0, while if pj
mi , uij = 0. (iii) If
uii > 0, then pi +mi > 0 so the condition for uij > 0 is that mi +pj > 0. Then, if mi +pj = 0,
uij = 0, and if mi + pj < 0, uij < 0.
Proposition 5
Proof. It is easy to check that a function C satisfying (9) is anonymous, unanimous and
monotone, and furthermore, it veri…es (7) and (8) (and hence neutral). The second step
consist of proving that if a convention C satis…es (7) and (8), on top of the properties of
anonymity, unanimity and monotonicity, then it satis…es (9). By contradiction, suppose
(uij ; uji ) 2 ] 2; 2[ ] 2; 2[ is such that (uij ; uji ) 6= 0, uij + uji > 0 but there is a convention C satisfying (7) and (8) together with anonymity, unanimity, and monotonicity
with C(uij ; uji ) = A. Given that C satis…es unanimity, it has to be that uij uji < 0. Fix
uij > 0 and uji < 0. By anonymity of C, C(uji ; uij ) = C(uij ; uji ) = A. Since C satis…es
(8), C( uji ; uij ) = B because C(uji ; uij ) = A. But uij + uji > 0 implies uij > uji and
uji > uij , and so ( uji ; uij ) < (uij ; uji ). By monotonicity of C, if C(uij ; uji ) = A then
C( uji ; uij ) = A, a contradiction with C( uji ; uij ) = B. Similarly (by contradiction) it
can be shown that if C is anonymous, unanimous and monotone, and furthermore, it veri…es
(7) and (8), then it has to choose A whenever uij + uji < 0.
The proofs of the Propositions 7, 8 and 9 are based on the following lemma, that determines the choice of language for any pair ~xi 6= ~xj 2 X such that (uij ; uji ) 6= (0; 0).
Lemma 10 For speakers ~xi 6= ~xj 2 X such that (uij ; uji ) 6= (0; 0) the following properties
hold:
1. If

minfmi ; mj g

2. If maxfmi ; mj g
C(uij ; uji ) = A.
3. If minfpi ; pj g
C(uij ; uji ) = A.
4. If minfpi ; pj g
A and uij :uji
5. If

minfpi ; pj g then C(uij ; uji ) = B and C(uij ; uji ) = A.
minfpi ; pj g
maxfmi ; mj g

0.

maxfmi ; mj g

6. If maxfmi ; mj g
uij :uji 0.

maxfmi ; mj g

minfmi ; mj g

maxfpi ; pj g then uij :uji

minfmi ; mj g
maxfpi ; pj g

0 and

maxfpi ; pj g then C(uij ; uji ) =

minfmi ; mj g then and C(uij ; uji ) =

maxfpi ; pj g then C(uij ; uji ) = A and C(uij ; uji ) = B.
minfpi ; pj g < maxfpi ; pj g

minfmi ; mj g then uij :uji

0 and

Proof. If minfmi ; mj g
minfpi ; pj g then it holds uij = mi + minfpi ; pj g
0, uji =
mj + minfpi ; pj g
0. Then by unanimity C(uij ; uji ) = B. The following is also obtained:
uij = mi + minf pi ; pj g
0, uji = mj + minf pi ; pj g
0, and by unanimity
C(uij ; uji ) = A. The other properties are proved similarly.
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Proposition 7
Proof. Choose ~xi = (mi ; pi ) and ~xj = (mj ; pj ) such that 1 pi < mj
By Lemma 10 the following is obtained C(uij ; uji ) = A and C(uij ; uji ) = A.

mi < pj

1.

Proposition 8
Proof. All possible pairs (~xi ; ~xj ) 2 X 2 such that uij + uji 6= 0 are considered. (i) If ~xi = ~xj it
is obtained C(uij ; uji ) = C(uii ; uii ). For uii 6= 0 C(uii ; uii ) = B if uii > 0. Then C(uii ; uii ) = A.
(ii) Lemma 10 guarantees that if C(uij ; uji ) = B then C(uij ; uji ) = A for all ~xi 6= ~xj 2 X
such that maxfmi ; mj g minfpi ; pj g < maxfpi ; pj g
minfmi ; mj g does not hold. (iii)
If mi
pi < pj
mj then uij = mi + pi
0, uji = mj + pi < 0, uij = mi pj <
0, uji = mj pj
0. If the convention is A-biased, if C(mi + pi ; mj + pi ) = B then
C( mi pj ; mj pj ) = A. (iv) The cases mj
pi < p j
mi , mi pj < pi
mj
and mj pj < pi
mi are proved in a similar way than (iii).
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